2017 Selections

THE BEST OF US: A MEMOIR by Joyce Maynard
(Bloomsbury USA, HC 978-1635570342)

THE CLAY GIRL by Heather Tucker
(ECW Press, TP 978-1770413030)

THE HEART’S INVISIBLE FURIES by John Boyne
(Hogarth, HC 978-1524760786)

THE HEARTS OF MEN by Nickolas Butler
(Ecco, HC 978-0062469687)

KINSHIP OF CLOVER by Ellen Meeropol
(Red Hen Press, TP 978-1597093811)

LAST THINGS: A GRAPHIC MEMOIR OF LOSS AND LOVE by Marissa Moss
(Conari Press, TP 978-1573246989)

THE LIFE SHE WAS GIVEN by Ellen Marie Wiseman
(Kensington, TP 978-1617734496)

LUCKY BOY by Shanthi Sekaran
(G.P. Putnam’s Sons, TP 978-1101982266)

MOTHERS AND OTHER STRANGERS by Gina Sorell
(Prospect Park Books, TP 978-1938849893)

NEWS OF THE WORLD by Paulette Jiles
(William Morrow Paperbacks, TP 978-0062409218)

ONE GOOD MAMA BONE by Bren McClain
(University of South Carolina Press, HC 978-161177466)

PACHINKO by Min Jin Lee
(Grand Central Publishing, HC 978-1455563937)

THE REDEMPTION OF GALEN PIKE: SHORT STORIES by Carys Davies
(Biblioasis, TP 978-1771961394)

SALT HOUSES by Hala Alyan
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, HC 978-0544912588)

SMOKE by Dan Vyleta
(Anchor, TP 978-1101910405)

SO MUCH BLUE by Percival Everett
(Graywolf Press, TP 978-1555977825)

THE TEA GIRL OF HUMMINGBIRD LANE by Lisa See
(Scribner, HC 978-1501154829)

THE VELVETEEN DAUGHTER by Laurel Davis Huber
(She Writes Press, TP 978-1631521928)

WE WERE THE LUCKY ONES by Georgia Hunter
(Viking, HC 978-0399563089)

THE WOMAN NEXT DOOR by Yewande Omotoso
(Picador, TP 978-1250124579)
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